image analysis, the introduction of the notion of scale in motion analysis is far from trivial. In optic flow based In optic flow based velocity estimation the image brightness constraint equation is used. However, for measurements per-velocity estimation, correspondences between adjacent formed at a certain scale, the brightness constraint equation frames are made using the image brightness constraint does not apply. We therefore use a recently developed approach equation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, this constraint applies to image which reconciles optic flow and scale space theory. It specifically isophotes, which are nonmeasurable. Only recently incorporates the scale (aperture) of image measurements, lead-Florack and Nielsen [12] derived the appropriate constraint ing to a scheme which is essentially different from existing equation for measurements at a certain scale, thus reconcilapproaches. To obtain a unique velocity field, the data-derived ing optic flow and scale space theory. The approach leads information has to be augmented with physical knowledge. By to an order by order approximation of the optic flow field, keeping a strict separation between data-derived and external which only in the zeroth order corresponds to the conven-
INTRODUCTION
equations following from the optic flow equations is underdetermined). Researchers have used several additional constraints to single out a unique velocity field; either imSpatial scale is a free parameter which arises naturally when dealing in a well-posed fashion with discretized data. plicitly by differentiating the OFCE [6, [15] [16] [17] , or explicitly by imposing physical constraints, e.g., incompressibility The appropriate formalism is provided by linear scale space theory [1] [2] [3] [4] . The physics of measurement is modeled using [18, 19] combined with various smoothness assumptions.
We strictly separate the image-derived (intrinsic) degrees the Gaussian as an aperture function of finite width. Although these concepts have become public fact in ''static'' of freedom from the additional (extrinsic) degrees of free-dom. This is very similar to gauge field theory in physics Gaussians and its derivatives G ‫ޒ (‬ d ). This subspace is a complete closed subalgebra of S ‫ޒ(‬ d ) under convolution where a gauge transformation only affects the extrinsic (or gauge) degrees of freedom, while not affecting the system and can easily be implemented. Note that this family also provides the notion of scale (the width of the Gaussian) (which is fully determined by the intrinsic gauge invariant degrees of freedom). The image-derived equations are in every direction. The Gaussian kernel can be derived given the basic invariances of a front end visual system, therefore the same for all situations and only need to be complemented with an appropriate set of gauge conditions, i.e., translational, rotational, and scale invariance [23] . All these requirements carry over to the temporal domain. We which e.g. can be adapted locally.
We emphasize the multiscale nature of the approach. are therefore led to the following definition of the Gaussian spatiotemporal scale space kernel and spatiotemporal deThe obtained estimate is scale dependent and thus estimates at different scales can be different, e.g., transparent rivative: motion is possible. In practical situations one often wants DEFINITION 1 (Spatiotemporal Scale Space Kernel). to infer the velocity of a physical object. In this case the The Dϩ1-dimensional spatiotemporal scale space kernel available information should be read out in a way that G(x ជ, t, s , t ) is defined by the normalized Gaussian: most reliably extracts this velocity. We will discuss in detail the problem to extract a single preferred scale and show several examples on MR and CT data of the left ventricle
. (3) of a canine heart. DEFINITION 2 (Spatiotemporal Derivative). The spa-
SPATIOTEMPORAL INVARIANTS
tiotemporal derivative of an image L(x ជ, t) at spatial scale s and temporal scale t is defined as: Our image data are usually available as a 2Dϩtime or 3Dϩtime distribution. This distribution cannot be differen-
tiated in the conventional sense. We will therefore regard an image as a regular-tempered distribution [20] which bases the process of differentiation on an integration. In The above definition implies that both past and future this approach an image is defined in an operational way are known and there is no preference for either direction. by its action on a class of real smooth test functions Our analysis is therefore restricted to time-sequences
which have been recorded beforehand. The definition of a spatiotemporal derivative provides us with both a temporal and a spatial scale degree of freedom.
Since the spatial and temporal domain are separable, we can interpret the output of a spatiotemporal invariant as
Here ⌿(x ជ) denotes the ''highest resolution image'' and the temporal derivative of a spatial feature. If we consider L(x ជ) denotes the observed image. The derivative of the first order derivatives in time we locally measure whether distribution can now be defined by differentiating the in a time corresponding to the temporal scale of the derivasmooth test function tive operator a certain feature has passed. As an example we will show some invariants on a 2D cross-section of an MR-sequence of a canine heart, viz. the gradient magni-
tude and the rate of change of the gradient magnitude ( Fig. 1) . where i 1 . . . i n denote indices of partial differentiation and the (-) n is added in order to agree with classical differentia-
GENERALIZED BRIGHTNESS tion for the subspace of smooth functions (in which case

CONSTRAINT EQUATION
we can differentiate ⌿ and the result follows from partial integration).
We now derive the modified brightness constraint equation for the spatiotemporal operators we defined in the The description of images in terms of regular tempered distributions is in keeping with their physical nature. The previous section. The original contribution, considering scalar images, can be found in the paper by Florack & distribution (i.e., the highest resolution image ⌿) is set by the (optical) environment while the visual system provides Nielsen [12] . In work by Florack et versa. This duality principle is further explored in [25] . In
Fitzpatrick addresses the relation between motion of objects in images and transformations in density images. It is not trivial to extract the velocity field from Eqs. If we access image information using some aperture func- (7) and (9) since the velocity field itself is present in the tion, this equation can be rewritten under the aperture convolution. We therefore use the following trick: the flow field is approximated up to any order around a point (x ជ)
using a polynomial expansion. The novelty of the approach is that we go to arbitrary order which reflects the in princiwhich gives (using partial integration and the fact that the ple infinite degrees of freedom of the optic flow field. They Gaussian decays sufficiently fast at the boundaries)
should be regarded as approximation orders which may well exceed the differential orders that we are interested
in for e.g. intrinsic surface properties [27] . Let denote
(xЈ Ϫ x) and denote (yЈ Ϫ y). For example, up to second order we have (for a pure spatial expansion): Owing to the partial integration new terms appear which are absent from the original formation. They account for the change of signal obtained in the Gaussian filter window. The virtue of this approach can most easily be understood using a simple example (see Fig. 2 ). It shows that an algorithm only allowing deformations of the original iso-intensity level fails; the notion of the aperture (or scale) needs to be made explicit.
If the original image is a density image the brightness constraint equation contains an extra term:
Following the same reasoning we find that this equation 
to the divergence of the flow field within the support region (upper right). However, if we take into account this divergence (or equivalently, if we
Upon inspecting (7) and (9) we see that the scalar equation adapt the filter according to the flow, lower right) the measurement value is still conserved.
in ⌿ turned into a density equation in ⌿ ‫ء‬ G and vice 
we can express the equations in terms of the approximated velocity components and the spatiotemporal operators de-
t L xt . fined in the previous section. We therefore get an equation relating the estimated velocity components, which are now
Since we have approximated the flow field up to first order considered as given constants, and spatiotemporal image in both time and space, we can obtain two complementary derivatives which can be obtained with the Gaussian operequations by differentiating the original equation (5) with ators.
respect to x and t respectively. This yields three equations We can differentiate the brightness constraint equation in three unknowns, so no additional conditions are needed (5) to obtain additional constraint equations. However, we to obtain the unique flow field. The resulting equations must assure that no velocity components arise which are are essentially different from the approaches that simply not used in the approximation (10) . This would introduce differentiate the OFCE and set higher components of the ''hidden'' constraints. Except for the one-dimensional case velocity field to zero. This can be easily appreciated from the approach always yields an under-determined system the occurrence of third-order partial derivatives in the sysof equations. Due to the aperture problem, any tangential tem of equations: motion is possible without affecting the image data. A number of authors differentiate the optic flow equation a number of times, apparently fixing the aperture problem [6, [15] [16] [17] . Such an approach may lead to a system of
equations that uniquely determines (or even over-constraints!) the optic flow field, thereby violating the degrees of freedom initially present. Of course, in specific situations the implicit constraint may represent the physical situation
• 2D, first order. The derivation of the first-order apto a good approximation in which case the resulting flow proximation in 2D follows easily from the 1D example. field will be in close correspondence to the true motion.
We use the same expansion as before and differentiate the We keep a strict separation between image-derived and obtained equation with respect to x, y, and t to obtain four user-supplied knowledge such that the latter can always equations in the eight unknowns. If we once again assume be refined.
that the flow is normal we get four complementary equaIn the remainder of the paper we will consider scalar tions. images. In the case of density images some additional complexities arise which are discussed in [24, 25] . Note that the presented formulation is trivially extended to 3D images.
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY
In this section we consider a simple analytic study of
LOW ORDER EXAMPLES
the modified OFCE using Gaussian spatiotemporal operators as aperture functions. We consider a scalar test image: We now explicitly work out the zeroth and first-order approximation for 2D scalar images.
• 2D, zeroth order. In the zeroth order approximation
which gives
FIG. 3. Left:
Analytically determined velocity field for the scalar stimulus. The length of the vectors has been reduced to 20% for clarity. Middle and Right: Error obtained by subtracting the zeroth and first order approximation ( s ϭ 2, t ϭ 1) from the analytically determined velocity field. The first order approximation is very accurate. This is to be expected since higher order velocity components are zero in our test image.
If we assume normal flow we can find v ជ(r ជ) using the prop-
SCALE SELECTION
An important consequence of our approach to the computation of optic flow is that it provides a methodology to analyze image sequences at different levels of spatial and
temporal scale. Therefore, as in multiscale representations of a ''static'' image, the deep structure [1] of optic flow can Thus, the velocity increases linearly when moving away be exploited. A ''complete'' description should derive from radially from the symmetry center. Also note that the ve-information at all scales. However, often the velocity of a locity field does not contain terms higher than first order. specific object or the motion during a given time period is Spatial resolution of our test images is 128 ϫ 128 with 16 of interest. In these cases we can e.g. tune the spatial and time-frames per period. For the constants in (14) we choose temporal scale parameters in order to be insensitive to A ϭ 52 and B ϭ 20 (pixel units) which results in an oscillat-small, fast moving structures, while accurately detecting ing Gaussian with ʦ [8, 12] . We restrict our attention gross motion over a longer time period. In [28] Weber and to a field of view with a radius of 48 pixel units in order Malik use information at multiple scales to obtain more to avoid boundary problems. The necessary partial deriva-robust velocity estimates. tives are calculated using spatiotemporal derivatives with s ϭ 2 and t ϭ 1 (note that the resulting velocity will be expressed in units s / t ).
Recall that the optic flow parameters are not the field's partial derivatives; for example, the parameters ṽ i in the modified OFCE generally refine those of the approximation of previous order. In Fig. 3 the theoretically expected flow field and the errors made in the zeroth and first order approximation are shown. In Fig. 4 we plot a cross section of the velocity field. The first-order approximation is very accurate as expected. The example shows that, depending on the velocity field, the order of approximation should be chosen so that the main components of the velocity field are accounted for. Since usually these components (as opposed to ill-posed) scheme.
When selecting the temporal and spatial scale to obtain
(18) an accurate and robust approximation of the physical velocity field, we have two conflicting criteria. In order to be insensitive to image degrading effects we usually prefer a where 1 is the largest and n is the smallest eigenvalue. sufficiently large scale, while for an accurate localization
We also want the image signal to be large with respect of a feature we usually require a small spatial scale. Also, to the noise level. In addition to a small condition number the selected scales should be in accordance with the local we therefore also require that the smallest eigenvalue is image velocity; as a rule of thumb the ratio of spatial and large [32] : temporal scale should be close to the actual velocity. We can e.g. opt for a spatial scale which robustly extracts image min( i ) Ͼ . (19) features, while the velocity of the objects determines the temporal scale. Recall that velocities in our approach are This constraint is similar to the constraint that the window always expressed in spatial scale units per temporal should contain sufficient image structure. The value of scale unit.
is determined by the noise characteristics of the imaging We can also select the appropriate scales based on the device and can be experimentally obtained. We use a qualistability of the resulting system of linear equations. This tatively similar measure as [32] but take all eigenvalues into scale selection method combines ideas of the scale selection account by selecting points which minimize the squared approach of Lindeberg [29, 4] and the locally adaptive Frobenius norm of A Ϫ1 : window approach by Okutomi and Kanade [30]. Lindeberg selects scales at which a specific differential invariant of an image (expressed in normalized coordinates to assure ʈA
) assumes a maximum. Subsequently, the localization of the feature is improved using a postprocessing step. Recently this approach was modified using Ͳ-If one of the eigenvalues of A is small, the Frobenius norm normalized derivatives [31] such that scale selection and is large so that we do not select scales which do not satisfy localization are performed in a single step. Okutomi and criterion (19) . Moreover, the matrix is usually well-condiKanade [30] propose an adaptive window for signal match-tioned if we minimize the Frobenius norm as A Ϫ1 since high ing based on two criteria. The window should contain suf-eigenvalues do not occur if we use regularized derivatives. ficient image structure and the disparity (or motion) within the window should not be too large.
RESULTS
Similarly, in our approach, we choose to select spatial and temporal scale, such that the system of equations estiWe apply the generalized brightness constraint equations to an MR-sequence and a CT-sequence of a canine mates the motion most robustly (with respect to a userdefined criterion).
heart. Temporal resolution of both image sequences is 16 frames per heartbeat. Figure 5 shows the even frames of Consider the system of linear equations: a 2D cross section of the MR sequence, while Fig. 6 shows
(16) the even time-frames of a 2D cross section of the CT sequence with high spatial resolution. We express all entries of A in natural coordinates, i.e.,
We compute both zeroth and first order optic flow at distances are measured in scale units. This guarantees that multiple spatial and temporal scales. We extract the normal all components of v ជ are expressed in the proper units. component of the motion, using the appropriate gauge Note that A must be nonsingular to be able to compute condition. This condition can be refined e.g. by using miniv ជ. Although this will generally not be the case at all points mization of deformation energy [33] .
for a fixed scale level, at every point there will be scales
In Fig. 7 we plot the spatial scale that is selected for the at which A is nonsingular, unless the point is totally sym-second time frame of the MR-sequence (Fig. 5) . The scale metrical.
selection criterion selects small scales if image structure is
Since both A and b ជ are measurements with an uncer-present, but opts for larger scales in more homogeneous tainty, it is important to select the scale at which Eq. (16) regions. We therefore get precise estimates if the image is well-conditioned. From standard matrix algebra follows information allows it, but do not end up with wrong estithat the error in v ជ can be K times the relative error in A mates owing to singularities. The experiments also show and b ជ, where K is the condition number given by that almost everywhere the smallest temporal scale is selected. Since we usually compute the optic flow field only
at a discrete number of spatial and temporal scales there still may be regions in which the velocity estimate is poor. and ʈ.ʈ denotes the matrix norm. In the 2-norm we have This can always be checked by considering the Frobenius of the erroneous vectors obtained at the fixed scale are discarded. Note that the scale selection property is scale norm at the selected scales, thus keeping a confidence measure with the obtained estimate. In Fig. 8 we show invariant; i.e., after a rescaling the selected scale changes in pixel units, but not in absolute distances. the estimated velocity field at the endocardial wall using normal motion as gauge condition for the MR sequence.
We have two means to validate the resulting vector fields. We can use imaging-opaque markers which do not We see that our method yields smoother results; some provide a dense set to validate our noninvasive methods, tion analysis; in order to study motion at different levels of resolution and different magnitudes of velocity, it is but have the advantage that the tangential flow component can be compared as well. Since we assume normal flow necessary to adapt the scale of the spatial and temporal measurements. However, the conventional Horn and we can also check whether the normal component of the flow field is correct by estimating the contour of the endo-Schunck optic flow constraint equation is no longer valid if we use aperture functions of nonzero width; it e.g. cannot cardial wall in the next time-frame based on the velocity estimates. In Fig. 9 we plot the segmented endocardial wall handle the appearance of new grey levels if we move towards a scene. A new approach [12, 24] which conserves at four consecutive time frames (frames 4-7 of the cine-CT data set in Fig. 6 ; only even frames are plotted) and the luminance associated with a measurement over a finite region, rather than conserving the luminance associated the obtained velocity field using zeroth and first order flow with a voxel, has been used. In this paper we worked out respectively. In most regions the results are quite accurate.
the scalar and density case. An operational approach based The differences between the zeroth and first-order approxon an order-by-order approximation of the flow field has imation are marginal for this application.
been implemented. Some examples on test images show how higher order approximations of the velocity field yield
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION better results. Scale is an important and necessary parameter when
Owing to the aperture problem we only determined the normal velocity component. Although this is generally not performing physical measurements on discretized data. This scale degree of freedom is seldomly exploited in mo-a (globally) valid constraint we can refine it since the image -FIG. 8 . Velocity vectors calculated using the first-order modified OFCE on the third time frame of the MR sequence (Fig. 6) . Left: Vectors at fixed spatial and temporal scale ( s ϭ 2, t ϭ 1). Right: Vectors at spatial and temporal scale selected by the scale selection criterion. It is obvious that in some places the velocity estimate is unreliable if fixed scales are used; the scale criterion discards these cases.
